Industrial Grade SD Cards

Reliable, high performance SD Card solutions that support a wide range of SD application devices.

Digistor’s Industrial SD Cards are an ideal video
storage Solution for SD applications that deliver
a cost-effective combination of performance
and reliability. Digistor SD Cards are designed
from the ground up to deliver consistent video

Durable
Performance

Each Digistor SD Card has been thoroughly
tested at the factory to deliver reliable
performance over the long haul.

Auto-Read Refresh

Digistor’s firmware automatically prevents the
accumulation of incontrollable errors in read
data intensive applications such as GPS.

Wide Temperature
Ranges

Extended: -25°C ~ 85°C
Extreme: -40°C ~ 85°C

Data Loss
Prevention

Built right into the Digistor firmware, the
proprietary Data Clone System (DCS) is a
function which minimizes the chance of data
lost in the event of sudden power loss.

Embedded Mode

Specially designed for Linux or customized
OS use, Embedded Mode keeps the usage of
blocks even throughout the card’s life cycle.

Electrostatic
Resistance

Clears electrostatic discharge immunity tests.

X-Ray Resistance

Data is protected from X-rays.

Magnetic Resistance

Minimal damage from magnetic forces.

Impact Resistance

High endurance against bending and twisting.

throughput and are durable for long term usage.

Automotive
Flawless playback for
Navigation Systems, in-car
entertainment video playback
as well as EV Battery Systems
and diagnostic recorders.

Body-worn camera video
system for law enforcement

Mobile video surveillance
solutions for transportation

Enabling law enforcement
agencies to capture, store,
manage, and retrieve video
evidence.

Enabling in-car video
applications for First
Responders, Bus Fleets and law
enforcement to manage and
retrieve video footage.

Medical Technology Solutions
Providing SD storage
solutions for medical device
manufacturer.

Not all SD Cards are created equal! Contact Digistor today for a Free Lifetime Simulation Analysis that shows
how Digistor SD solutions will perform versus your existing solutions at (800) 816-1886 or sales@digistor.com

